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Abstract—We evaluate the use of legacy power line modems
(PLMs) for fault diagnostics, and in particular, focus on shortcircuit faults in underground power cables. Prior works have
shown that broadband power line communication channel estimates that are computed within the PLMs can be used to gain
insight into the health of underground cables. However, several
legacy PLM chip-set implementations do not provide access to the
estimated channel frequency response in its entirety. Therefore,
to facilitate and accelerate a practical roll-out of a PLMbased diagnostics solution, we investigate if readily extractable
parameters, such as the estimated signal-to-noise ratio values
and/or the computed precoding matrices in case of multipleinput multiple-output (MIMO) transmission, provide sufficient
indication into the cable health status. By extracting suitable
features from this raw data, we show through simulations that
our machine learning based automated cable diagnostics solution
achieves satisfactory results in predicting faults, and near-perfect
performance in fault identification.
Index Terms—Smart grid monitoring, fault detection, asset
monitoring, machine learning, MIMO-PLC

I. I NTRODUCTION
It is estimated that grid faults and the resultant power
outages cost an average annual loss of up to $33 billion in
the United States [1]. Proportional values are experienced
in other parts of the world as well, e.g., [2], [3]. Apart
from financial losses, power outages also lead to potentially
hazardous situations and loss of lives [1], [4], [5]. Such
scenarios could be caused due to either power line faults, or
a component fault, such as a transformer failure [6]. In this
paper, we focus on the former as an initial consideration. The
solutions we propose, however, are also adaptable for different
kinds of faults encountered in the electrical grid.
One class of solutions that addresses the issue of power line
faults is a reactive method, where fault localization techniques
are designed to identify and locate a fault as quickly as
possible to minimize the outage duration [7]–[9]. On the other
hand, proactive solutions form another class, where power line
faults are predicted in advance to take preventive measures to
avoid an eventual in-service failure [10, Ch. 6].
Faults in overhead power lines are predominantly caused by
external sources, such as vegetation and other environmental
factors, or harsh weather conditions [11], whereas underground
cables are known to be resilient to such external factors [12].
Faults are typically experienced in cables when they are
subject to prolonged periods of untreated degradation, like
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thermal, mechanical, or electrical degradation [13]. Hence,
fault anticipation in underground wiring infrastructure involves
detecting cable anomalies before encountering an in-service
failure.
Fault prediction and identification for cables are known to be
challenging using conventional diagnostics methods [14], [15].
Additionally, such methods also involve several overheads in
terms of cost and effort [16], [17]. All these factors discourage
utilities from transitioning toward underground cabling despite
its offered benefits, like robustness to weather conditions,
reduced impact on the environment, and improved aesthetics
of the community [12], [18], [19]. This additionally motivates
us to focus on underground cables and investigate cost-efficient
and low-effort, i.e., non-destructive, remote, and online, cable
diagnostics techniques that can detect and predict cable defects
accurately.
Cable health monitoring is not a new field of research, with
several solutions having been developed in the past to provide
varying extents of diagnostics abilities [10, Ch. 6], [20, Ch. 4].
However, these solutions contain several drawbacks, such
as requiring dedicated test equipments or manual waveform
analysis for data interpretation [17], [21], which reduce their
appeal as they fail to meet the targets we previously outlined.
In contrast, a new paradigm of diagnostics techniques was
developed recently, where solutions were designed to reuse
power line modems (PLMs) that are installed throughout the
neighborhood area network (distribution network) for smartgrid communications, to also monitor the cable health status [22]–[27]. These methods involve inspecting changes in
the communication channel state information (CSI), which is
inherently estimated within the PLMs, to infer a deviation in
the power cable health, either manually [22], [23], or automatically using machine learning (ML) techniques [24]–[27].
While such solutions are able to achieve all our set targets, the
demand for extracting the estimated power line communication
(PLC) CSI introduces practical challenges. Popular chip-sets
used within broadband PLC (BB-PLC) modems, such as [28],
do not provide external access to the estimated CSI in its
entirety. Instead, companion firmwares can only extract other
channel-related parameters, such as the estimated signal-tonoise ratio (SNR) values and the computed precoding matrix
in case of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) PLC [29].
In this paper, we present an investigation to determine if these
parameters provide useful insights into the status of the cable
health so that native implementation of the existing chipsets need not be altered to accommodate the additional cable
diagnostics functionality.
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Fig. 1. The triple-core XLPE-insulated N2XSEY cable that we consider for
our evaluations [32].

Intuitively, we expect that the diagnostics performance using
the computed precoding matrix would be degraded as opposed
to using the entire CSI, since the precoding matrix does not
necessarily retain all information contained in the channel frequency response [30, Ch. 8]. With this backdrop, we begin by
examining the performance of cable fault detection using the
precoding matrix computed for MIMO transmit beamforming.
We then evaluate the types of faults and degradations that
can be detected and assessed using the computed precoding
matrices.
Similar to the loss of information faced by using precoding
matrices, using SNR values also introduces the drawback that
their changes are influenced not only by variations in channel
conditions but also by power line noise. Furthermore, although
MIMO transmission is supported in new-generation smart-grid
PLC products [31], we wish to examine the compatibility of
our solution to operate with SISO modems. To this end, we
also investigate the diagnostics performance in detecting cable
anomalies solely using SNR values.
We show through simulations that our ML-based diagnostics
technique achieves near-ideal results in detecting the presence
of low-impedance line-to-line and line-line-line faults using
either of the two extractable parameters, while the detection
accuracy using SNR suffers when the insulation breakdown
is incomplete, i.e., when a degradation has not sustained long
enough to cause an eventual low-impedance fault.
II. FAULT D IAGNOSTICS
In this section, we provide the preliminaries of the applied
PLC channel and fault modeling procedures and MIMO beamforming technique used, and proceed to detail our proposed
diagnostics methods.
A. PLC Channel Model
We apply the bottom-up approach to model PLC channels
to accurately capture the effects of cable faults. While a topdown channel modeling procedure may be computationally
simpler, the bottom-up approach allows us to locally describe
a range of faults and determine its impact on the channel.
Channel generation using the bottom-up approach requires
knowledge about the power line network topology, loads
connected at each of the end points, and the power cable
description, including its length and per-unit-length (PUL)
parameters to capture the conductor and insulation types of
the cable and its physical cross sectional dimensions.
1) Cable Characterization: For an n-core cable, we compute the PUL parameters matrices, i.e., the (n 1) ⇥ (n 1)
order resistance (R), inductance (L), capacitance (C), and
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Fig. 2. Conceptual representation of short-circuit faults in triple-core underground cables.

conductance (G) matrices, at any frequency f , with the 0th
conductor as reference using [33, Ch. 3, Ch. 5]
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where 0  (i, j)  n 1, Rj is the PUL resistance of the
jth conductor, Rij and Lij are the (i, j)th elements of R and
L, respectively, di,j is the separation between the ith and the
jth conductor, rj is the radius of the jth conductor, µ0 and ✏0
are the free-space permeability and permittivity, respectively,
and ✏ins is the complex permittivity of the cable insulation [24,
Table 1]. In this work, we consider a 500 m long triple-coppercore cable with cross-linked polyethylenep (XLPE) insulation
1, d0,1 = d0,2 =
shown in Fig. 1, with ✏ins = 2.3 0.001
d1,2 = 15.8 mm and r0 = r1 = r2 = 3.99 mm [32].
2) Network Characterization: As an initial investigation,
we consider a simple cable segment with no branches in
between. Such a radial topology, however, is not uncommon in medium voltage networks where BB-PLC repeaters
are installed approximately every 400
800 m [34]. To
emulate realistic network extensions beyond the two ends
of the cable, we connect randomized loads at both ends
in parallel with the
p PLMs, where the loads are chosen
1 U ( 50, 50) ⌦ [30, Table 1.1], with
from U (0, 50) +
U (a, b) indicating a uniform random distribution between a
and b.
B. Fault Modeling
We now introduce faults in the healthy cable models that
we derived. Faults be classified into low- and high-impedance
ones. For multi-core cables, such as the one we consider, insulation breakdown caused due to, say, sustained degradation like
water-treeing, results in low-impedance short-circuit faults.
We model this condition by introducing a fault impedance
load, RF,ij , between the ith and the jth conductors, as shown
in Fig. 2. Further, faults can either occur in an asymmetric
or symmetric/balanced fashion. When symmetric short-circuit
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faults occur in triple-core cables, two or more fault impedances
are shorted, while asymmetric faults can be characterized by
a negligibly small RF,ij ⇡ 0 ⌦ for only one of the three fault
impedances. The individual values of RF,ij can also be varied
to emulate a diverse set of cable faults and insulation damages,
which we explore in Section III.
C. Parameters for Monitoring
As alluded to in Section I, we use the two readily extractable
parameters from the PLMs, namely, the precoding matrix and
the SNR values, for cable health monitoring. In the following
discussion, we introduce the beamforming procedure applied
in MIMO-PLC to understand the impact of channel variations
on the estimated precoding matrix, and also analyze the impact
of faults on the SNR, which is the only extractable channeldependent raw data from legacy modems in SISO operation.
1) Beamforming in MIMO-PLC: Spatial multiplexing for
MIMO transmission in PLC is obtained by transmitting different data streams over the available transmit ports. Depending
on the beamforming technique applied, the transmitter computes the precoding matrix using the estimated CSI.
We represent the MIMO channel matrix as H(f ), given by
2
3
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where hk` (f ) is the complex channel transfer function (CTF)
between the `th receiver and the kth transmitter at any
frequency f , and NTX and NRX are the number of active
transmit and receive ports used, respectively. MIMO PLMs
typically implement Eigen-beamforming over the active transmit ports [35]. Accordingly, the precoding matrix, F is the
right-singular unitary matrix, V, which can be obtained by
the singular value decomposition of H [30, Ch. 8], i.e.,
H(f ) = U(f )D(f )VH (f ),

(8)

where D is a diagonal matrix of order min(NTX , NRX ), U is
the left-hand unitary matrix, and (·)H is the conjugate transpose operator. We notice from (8) that using V(f ) in place
of H(f ) could produce differing diagnostics results. Hence,
we investigate through simulations presented in Section III,
if V(f ) contains sufficient information to provide satisfactory
fault diagnostics performance.
2) SNR for SISO Operation: Since V is unavailable when
the PLM operates in the SISO mode, we also study the impact
of faults on the estimated SNR values. The SNR, ⇢, can be
computed as
PTX (f ) · |h(f )|2
⇢(f ) =
,
(9)
NPLC (f )
where PTX (f ) is the transmit power spectral density, h(f )
is the complex SISO CTF, and NPLC (f ) is the cumulative
power line noise power spectral density at the receiver. We
readily notice two disadvantages with using ⇢(f ) in place of
h(f ). First, in addition to h(f ), the changes in ⇢(f ) are also

affected by NPLC (f ). Therefore, it is harder to train a machine
to instantaneously recognize changes in ⇢(f ) that are caused
due to a fault. Furthermore, since ⇢(f ) is only dependent on
the attenuation of the channel, we lose its phase information,
which is essential to gain knowledge of the presence and
locations of signal peaks in the channel impulse response that
are caused due to a cable fault.
D. ML for Fault Diagnostics
Following the discussion in Sections II-B and II-C, we note
that a cable fault changes the overall network impedance, and
therefore also causes a change in H(f ) and consequently
in V(f ) and ⇢(f ). We use supervised ML techniques to
intelligently distinguish changes caused due to cable faults
and other network activities, like load variations, based on
individual observations of V and ⇢. To this end, we borrow
the underlying ML diagnostics framework from our previous
works in [25], [27].
We formulate the fault identification task as an ML classification problem, and use the adaptive boosting (AdaBoost)
algorithm to train our machine. Being one of the meta-ML
algorithms that consolidates multiple weak learners into a
strong learner, AdaBoost is known to be robust to over-fitting
and can be efficiently executed since it is a forward stage-wise
additive model [36, Ch. 16]. The performance of AdaBoost is
dependent on the quality of the used features that are extracted
from the raw data, i.e., V or ⇢. Using prior works that have
used ML for cable diagnostics [24], [26], we determine that
the mth order moments (m = 1, 2, 3, 4) of ⇢ or vk` , i.e.,
the (k, `)th element of V, provide insight into the change in
cable health as a result of the additional frequency dependent
attenuation introduced by cable anomalies. However, we show
in Section III that these features are inadequate to obtain
satisfactory results, and we thus extract additional ones from
V and ⇢ to obtain greater insight into cable faults. As an
alternative to this feature engineering task, one could also
use automated ML (AutoML) tools, which can automatically
select the most suitable ML algorithm(s) and also perform the
necessary data preprocessing for machine training [37]. An
evaluation of one such AutoML tool, called Auto-SKLearn,
for cable diagnostics can be found in [38].
III. E VALUATION
In the following, we present a simulation evaluation of
our proposed ML-based diagnostics design. To prepare the
machine for testing, we train it with different samples, i.e.,
channel conditions, including healthy and faulty cables that are
subject to both symmetric and asymmetric faults. We choose
the number of training samples such that the performance
of the ML algorithm is saturated at its highest level [27,
Appendix. B]. For our considered task, we choose 7000
training samples. Further, to obtain a clear performance trend
we use 1000 different testing samples for evaluation. We
generate PLC channels using an open-source channel emulator
tool under varied network load conditions [39]. To build
faulty cables, we randomly place low-impedance cable faults
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Fig. 3. Detection and false alarm rates for identifying symmetric L-L-L cable
faults using different feature sets.

Fig. 5. Detection and false alarm rates for identifying asymmetric line-to-line
cable faults using different feature sets.
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Fig. 4. Inverse Fourier transform of v12 with a short-circuit cable fault at
dF = 348 m, where data pointers indicate the signal peak positions caused
by the direct and reflected paths.

at different distances, dF , from the transmitting PLM at one
end of the cable.
A. Fault Diagnostics using Precoding Matrix
We begin our investigations by considering a 2 ⇥ 2 MIMOPLC system, where signals are coupled and decoupled between
the conductor pairs 0 1 and 0 2 on each end (refer Fig. 2).
We then use V as the raw data from which we extract features
for ML training and testing.
1) Performance under Different Types of Faults: We first
examine the detection and false alarm rates that we obtain
for detecting symmetric faults using V. To this end, we set
the fault impedance RF,01 = RF,12 = RF,02 = 1 ⌦ for
a faulty cable to emulate a line-line-line (L-L-L) fault. The
results of this exercise are shown in Fig. 3, where the variation
of detection and false alarm rates are provided for different
feature sets used in the ML operation. Feature Set 1 consists of
the primitive set of features described in Section II-D, i.e., the
mth order moments (m = 1, 2, 3, 4) of vk` across frequency.
We notice that this results in unsatisfactory detection rates of
about 80% and over 1 in 10 cases of false alarms. Therefore,
to improve the results, we study the inverse Fourier transform
of vk` for each of k, ` 2 {1, 2}. Fig. 4 shows a window of the
time domain version of v12 , where we observe four strong
signal peak locations corresponding to the four prominent
receptions of the direct and the reflected signals that we would
observe in the channel impulse response. Hence, we add the
signal peak locations and amplitudes in Feature Sets 2 and 3,
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Fig. 6. Variation of detection and false alarm rates with changing fault
impedances using features extracted from V.

respectively. This improves the detection rates to 98.7% and
reduces the false alarm by half by using Feature Set 3, as seen
in Fig. 3.
Fig. 5 presents similar results for asymmetric faults, which
we generate by setting RF,ij = 1 ⌦ for randomly chosen
i, j 2 {0, 1, 2} with i 6= j. We notice that we continue to
obtain comparable results with up to 99.2% detection rate
using Feature Set 3, and a false alarm of 2.3%. Henceforth,
we restrict our evaluations to asymmetric faults as we expect
to encounter more of these over their symmetric counterparts.
2) Performance under Different Fault Impedances: We
have thus far evaluated the performance of our solution to
detect the presence of near-ideal faults where RF,ij = 1 ⌦.
In the following, we investigate the performance when the
characteristics of the fault deviate from this ideal behavior.
Furthermore, increasing RF,ij also approximates an insulation
breakdown that is not complete, i.e., it emulates partial damage
of the insulation1 , which when left untreated could result in
an eventual short-circuit fault. We present these results in
Fig. 6 obtained using Feature Set 3, where we notice that,
despite the performance reduction with increase in RF,ij , we
still obtain over 95% detection rates and a false alarm rate
1 Note that a frequency-flat resistive fault does not always accurately
model insulation degradation, which could present a frequency selective
impedance [24]. However, our evaluation focuses only on estimating the
potential of using V for cable degradation diagnostics.
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intact and faulty cables at low frequencies would drive the features that need to be extracted from the raw data for decision
making. An initial investigation in this regard was performed
in [25], where it was shown that extracting ML features from
channel frequency responses in the narrow bandwidth at low
frequencies provides comparable results to BB-PLC for long
run cables. This suits the application scenarios of NB-PLC,
which is typically used to obtain extended transmission range
at the cost of lower data rate and higher response times.
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Fig. 7. Variation of detection and false alarm rates with changing fault
impedances using features extracted from SNR values under SISO and MIMO
communication scenarios.

of 8.3% even at RF,ij = 1 k⌦. This signifies the potential
of using V for also detecting soft faults, such as early-stage
insulation degradations, indicating that our solution can also
be effectively applied for fault prediction.
B. Fault Detection using SNR Values
To determine the applicability of our solution on SISOPLMs, we investigate its performance using ⇢ as the raw data
that are extracted from SISO-PLMs transmitting and receiving
data between the 0 1 conductor pair. We compute ⇢ using
Eq. (9) with PTX (f ) = 50 dBm/Hz across all frequencies
in accordance with the North American regulations [40, Ch.
3], [41], and NPLC randomly determined with the ‘worst-case’
setting in the cumulative power line noise generator of [42].
The results of using ⇢ for fault diagnostics are shown in Fig. 7.
We notice that when the insulation breakdown is prominent,
that is, at low RF,ij values, we detect over 8 out of 10 faults.
However, as RF,ij increases, the detection and false alarm
rates deteriorate. For comparison, we also show the diagnostics
results we obtain by using the SNR values from MIMO-PLC
modems, which can be used for diagnostics under conditions
where V is unavailable for use. Although we notice more
accurate performance at lower values of RF,ij in this case,
both detection and false alarm rates deteriorate with increase
in fault impedance values. This shows that while the machine
is able to detect cable faults using SNR, subtle changes caused
by insulation degradations are harder to distinguish in the
presence of power line noise.

Our solution builds on existing ML- and PLC-based diagnostics techniques that propose loading one or more trained
machines onto existing PLMs in the grid through software/firmware upgrades, such that these PLMs can independently and automatically diagnose cable defects. However,
storing machines and performing ML tasks through feature
extraction within the PLMs introduce additional storage requirements and increase in computational complexity, respectively. To counter this drawback, we propose an alternative
implementation architecture, where the raw data (BB-PLC
CSI) is collected from all PLMs at a central location, either at
secondary sub-stations or the central office of the utilities. Data
processing, including feature extraction and decision making
can then performed at the central location. This further reduces
modifications required within legacy PLM implementations to
accommodate the grid diagnostics functionality. Furthermore,
such an implementation also simplifies the ML update mechanism since it does not require any PLM firmware upgrades
to use an improved ML algorithm in the future, and is also
not limited by the computational ability or resources available
within the PLM. As a result, we believe that it outweighs the
additional communications overhead that this architecture may
introduce.
C. Fault Location and Degradation Severity Prediction

In this section, we present a brief discussion by suggesting
practical implementation approaches and critically analyzing
our proposed solution.

The peak locations observed in Fig. 4 indicates that V can
be used not only to detect the presence of a cable fault, but
also for fault location. By integrating ML operation, we can
formulate this task as a regression problem, and boosting techniques like least-squares boosting can be applied to estimate
the location of the fault. Furthermore, as the fault impedance
varies, the peak amplitudes seen in Fig. 4 also vary due to
the change in impedance mismatch conditions. Therefore, V
also provides insight into the extent of insulation degradation,
in addition to detecting and locating those anomalies. Similar
exercises have been shown to be successful in the past, in the
context of assessing localized water-tree cable degradations,
using H [27].

A. Applicability Across PLC Technologies

D. Performance Verification Under Practical Conditions

Our evaluations focused on using BB-PLC channel transfer
functions for fault detection and prediction. However, our solution is also applicable for fault diagnostics using narrowband
PLC (NB-PLC) CSI. While the outlined diagnostics procedure
remains the same, the behavior deviations in the CTFs between

Further to designing techniques that require minimal
changes to legacy PLMs, practical deployment of our solution
involves the final step of evaluating its performance under
real-world conditions. This includes our ongoing work of
laboratory measurements to validate the simulation models we

IV. D ISCUSSION
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use, and also field trials with commercial PLMs to capture
the effects of power line noise during channel estimation that
could impact the results in Section III.
V. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a machine learning based diagnostics
solution to reuse legacy power line modems for cable fault
detection and prediction. By analyzing the computed precoding matrix and the estimated SNR values that are available
to be extracted from the existing modems, we have proposed
methods to detect the presence of symmetric and asymmetric
faults in underground power cables. Our simulation results
show that we obtain up to 99.2% and 82% detection rates
in fault identification using legacy MIMO- and SISO-PLC
modems, respectively. As a result, our method demands no
changes to native chip-set implementations and functions as a
true add-on feature with the existing modems, which accelerates the practical deployment of a PLC-based grid diagnostics
solution.
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